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Abstract: 
 
The use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) for scientific computing has become mainstream in the 
last decade. Applications ranging from deep learning to seismic modelling have benefitted from the 
increase in computational efficiency compared to their equivalent CPU-based implementations. Since 
many inverse problems in geophysics relies on similar core computations – e.g. dense linear algebra 
operations, convolutions, FFTs – it is reasonable to expect similar performance gains if GPUs are also 
leveraged in this context. In this paper we discuss how we have been able to take PyLops, a Python 
library for matrix-free linear algebra and optimization originally developed for singe-node CPUs, and 
create a fully compatible GPU backend with the help of CuPy and cuSignal. A benchmark suite of our 
core operators shows that an average 65x speed-up in computations can be achieved when running 
computations on a V100 GPU. Moreover, by careful modification of the inner working of the library, 
end users can obtain such a performance gain at virtually no cost: minimal code changes are required 
when switching between the CPU and GPU backends, mostly consisting of moving the data vector to 
the GPU device prior to solving an inverse problem with one of PyLops’ solvers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Introduction 

Numerical linear algebra and inverse problems lie at the core of many applications in geoscience, 
ranging from geophysical processing and imaging to reservoir characterisation and modelling. In 2018, 
an object-oriented Python library for matrix-free linear algebra, initially developed and mantained by 
Equinor, was open-sourced under the name of PyLops (Ravasi and Vasconcelos, 2020). At its core, 
PyLops leverages the concept of linear operators: class-based entities that behave as matrices and 
inherit their associated syntax convenience without relying on the creation of explicit matrices. Given 
its extensive set of operators and state-of-art least-squares and sparsity-promoting solvers, PyLops has 
been used to solve a variety of inverse problems in geophysics (Ruan and Vasconcelos, 2019; Haindl 
et al, 2020; Vargas and Vasconcelos, 2020) and other disciplines (Nightingale et al, 2020). 
 
Up until recently PyLops has been purely CPU-based, leveraging highly-optimized, low-level linear 
algebra routines available in Python through NumPy and SciPy for its inner computations. In this 
abstract we present the creation of a new, fully interchangeable GPU-based backend, which takes 
advantage of the growing ecosystem of Python libraries providing GPU accelerated computing by 
means of CUDA-related libraries (e.g., cuBLAS, cuFFT). More specifically, CuPy (Okuta et al., 2017) 
and cuSignal replace the use of NumPy and SciPy for the GPU backend. We further detail some of the 
implementation challenges and solutions and provide a thorough evaluation of the performance gain 
achieved for the different operators available in the PyLops library.  
 
Software framework 

The core component of PyLops is represented by the class pylops.LinearOperator, which creates a 
generic interface for matrix–vector products, and can be used to solve inverse problems of the form y 
= Gx. This class is composed of two main methods: matvec, which contains the implementation of the 
forward pass (i.e., Gx) and can be invoked by using @ (or *), and rmatvec, that implements the adjoint 
pass (i.e., GHy) and can be invoked by using .H@ (or .H*), as shown in the code snippet below. This 
class is created by overloading SciPy’s scipy.sparse.linalg.LinearOperator, on top of which 
additional properties and methods have been defined – e.g., div (and __truediv__) to solve the 
underlying inverse problem, eigs to compute the operator eigenvalues, todense and tosparse to 
transform the operator into its dense or sparse equivalents. An extensive suite of more than 50 linear 
operators is currently available, along with least-squares and sparsity-promoting solvers. 
 
Any inverse problem can be solved by following two basic steps: i) define the operator, ii) pass the 
operator and data to the solver of choice. This is shown here for a simple example of 1D deconvolution 
by using the combination of the Convolve1D operator and the sparse solver FISTA: 
 
# Model 
x = np.zeros(nt); x[nt//2] = 1 
# Operator 
G = Convolve1D(nt, g) 
# Data 
y = G @ x 
# Adjoint 
xadj = G.H @ y 
# Invert 
xinv = pylops.optimization.sparsity.FISTA(G, y, …) 
 
Code adaptation for GPU computing 

Prior to discussing the step required to port our codebase from a single CPU backend to an 
interchangeable CPU/GPU backend, we consider again our code snippet and analyse the changes 
required to switch from the CPU to the GPU backend (highlighted in bold text): 
 
# Model 
x = cp.zeros(nt); x[nt//2] = 1 
# Operator 
G = Convolve1D(nt, cp.asarray(g)) 



 

 

where the code in the omitted lines remains unchanged. From an end-user perspective switching from 
the CPU to the GPU backends amounts to simply creating (or moving) the model vector x and the filter 
g to the GPU; by doing so, the forward modelling and inverse problem are automatically being 
performed on the GPU. Notice that in practical applications the model vector is generally not available, 
and the data vector y must be moved to the GPU prior to calling the iterative solver. 
 
In the following we discuss the challenges and solutions adopted to create a GPU backend in PyLops.  
 
CuPy and cuSignal 

In order to obtain a smooth integration of these two libraries in our computational framework, we take 
advantage of the fact that CuPy's interface is highly compatible with NumPy and for most routines it 
can be used as a drop-in replacement without any code modification. In fact, since 
cupy.ndarray implements the __array_ufunc__ interface (see NEP 13 -  https://numpy.org/neps/nep-
0013-ufunc-overrides.html), in most cases NumPy ufuncs can be directly called on CuPy arrays that are 
automatically dispatched to the associated CuPy ufunc.  
  
An exception to the norm is however represented by those operators whose forward (or adjoint) requires 
instantiation of a new array – e.g., creating an array of zeros. Moreover, whilst cuSignal is used as a 
replacement for some of SciPy’s signal processing routines, the signature of SciPy and cuSignal 
routines generally tends to differ. In both cases, auxiliary routines are therefore required to call the 
appropriate method based on the type of the input array as discussed in more details in the following 
section. 
 
Deps and backend submodules 

Two new submodules are added in the pylops.utils module: the submodule deps verifies that CuPy 
and cuSignal are available and stores such information in the cupy_enabled and cusignal_enabled 
variables; the submodule backend provides a number of functions with similar structure: they receive 
an input vector of type NumPy or CuPy and return the function handle of the appropriate CPU- or GPU-
based method. For example the get_convolve routine returns scipy.signal.convolve when a NumPy 
array is passed and cusignal.convolution.convolve when a CuPy array is used instead. Note that in 
all cases a first check is done to evaluate if the required GPU-based dependency is installed and the 
NumPy (or SciPy) routine is returned if this is not the case. Only when both backends are available, the 
type of the input vector is checked and the correct function handle is returned. By creating such auxiliary 
routines and placing them in a single module (compared to directly within each operators’ 
implementation), we can then perform minimal modifications to the core implementations of our 
operators by simply switching the NumPy or SciPy method for the output returned by invoking one of 
these method-selection functions. Finally, we also create the get_array_module routine which calls the 
cupy.get_array_module after verifying that CuPy is effectively available and returns the array module 
handle (numpy or cupy) based on the type of the input vector. This routine is then invoked at the start of 
any matvec or rmatvec routines where an instantiation of a new array is required as explained above. 
 
Solvers 

PyLops solvers are divided into two main categories: the leastsquares module provides ways to ease 
the definition of regularized or preconditioned inverse problems, which are then solved by invoking 
solvers such as CG or LSQR available in the scipy.sparse.linalg module. The sparsity module 
instead provides an extensive set of sparsity-promoting solvers such as IRLS, OMP, ISTA/FISTA, 
which are implemented from scratch using PyLops operators and Numpy arrays. In its current state, 
SciPy solvers cannot handle CuPy arrays. In order to be able to feed our least-squares routines with 
CuPy arrays, two solvers have been implemented directly within the pylops.optimization.solver 
module: namely, conjugate gradient (cg) and conjugate gradient least-squares (cgls). Moreover, a 
power_iteration method has been added to PyLops to be able to compute the largest eigenvalue of an 
operator. This information is generally required by sparse solvers such as ISTA and FISTA and once 
again it is not possible to rely of SciPy’s methods on the like of eigs, eigsh, or lobpcg when dealing 



 

 

with CuPy arrays. Finally, the get_array_module is also invoked within PyLops’ solvers on the input 
data to identify the correct backend to use for the inner solver and for eigenvalue estimation method. 
 
Benchmark suite 

A benchmark suite containing all the PyLops operators in the basicoperators and signalprocessing 
modules has been created to evaluate the performance gain achieved when switching from the CPU to 
the GPU backend. For each operator, the forward and adjoint passes are applied fifty times to input 
vectors composed of 106 elements of type float32 and their average execution time is computed. Fig. 1 
shows the ratio between the CPU and GPU execution times, which identifies the speed-up obtained by 
performing the same operation on the GPU instead of the CPU. These results are obtained using an 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8260 CPU @ 2.40GHz with 20 cores and a Tesla V100 GPU. Most of the 
computations required to evaluate PyLops’ operators greatly benefit from running on a GPU, with an 
overall average speed-up of 65x. Moreover, for most of the operators the reduction in computational 
time is very similar for both the forward and adjoint passes. This is very important since to be able to 
solve an inverse problem via iterative solvers, both must be evaluated multiple times. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Bar plot of the speed-up in computations from CPU to GPU when applying the forward (orange) and adjoint (blue) 
passes of PyLops’ operators in the basicoperators and signalprocessing modules. 
 
 
We now consider a number of more advanced operators, which are obtained by combining multiple 
core operators by taking advantage PyLops’ ability to chain, sum, and stack operators together. This 
benchmark is performed to evaluate whether a similar performance gain can also be obtained when 
multiple operators are applied in sequence. Operators used to perform 2D and 3D post-stack and pre-
stack seismic modelling (and inversion) are displayed Fig. 2a. These operators require performing a set 
of 1D convolutions and first-order derivatives (interleaved by a step of AVO modelling for the pre-
stack case) and show once again an average 41x speed-up when moving using the GPU backend.  
 

  
Fig. 2 Bar plot of the speed-up in computations from CPU to GPU when applying the forward (brown) and adjoint (blue) 
passes of the PyLops operators for 1D convolutional modelling (panel a) and phase shift propagators (panel b). 

a) b)



 

 

Similarly, in Fig.2b we evaluate the benefit of applying frequency-wavenumber phase shift operators 
on GPUs. Such operators can be used both in seismic processing (e.g., deghosting) or as the propagators 
for one-way seismic modelling and migration and perform forward and inverse (2D or 3D) FFTs 
interleaved by an element-wise scaling with the so-called obliquity factor. Here, we observe an even 
higher speed-up (133x on average) due to the fact that GPUs are particularly suited for FFTs. 
 
Finally, we compare the time required to invert the PoststackLinearModelling and 
PrestackLinearModelling operators for a 3D model with fixed nt=1000 and nx=10 and variable 
ny=[200:100:1500]. In both cases five iterations of the scipy.sparse.linalg.lsqr and the 
pylops.optimization.solver.cgls solvers are applied for the CPU and GPU backends, respectively 
(Fig. 3).  Both inversions are roughly 30 times faster on GPU than on CPU showing how the new 
backend does not only speed-up the forward and adjoint passes but also the entire inverse process. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Timings for the inversion of (a) post-stack seismic data with PoststackInversion and (b) pre-stack seismic data with 
PrestackInversion. 
 
Conclusions  

In this work we have discussed the addition of a GPU backend to the PyLops computational framework 
for matrix-free linear algebra and optimization. Despite a fairly large codebase with more than 50 
operators and 10 solvers, minimal restructuring of the library was required via smart leveraging of CuPy 
and cuSignal and the high degree of similarity of their APIs to those of NumPy and SciPy. The increase 
in computational efficiency observed in our benchmark suite shows that we can take advantage of the 
efficiency of GPUs when solving geophysical inverse problems, whilst still allowing users to write 
high-level code that is highly readable and resembles the underlying mathematical formulation. 
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